
IFAW COMBATING POACHING

CAMPAIGN FOCUS

While a ban on international ivory trade does exist, certain countries in

Africa have been allowed to sell ivory stockpiles with special

permissions, only tempting poachers to disguise their illegal ivory as

legal ivory in this legal market. Poachers are killing endangered

African and Asian elephants at an alarming rate, further motivated by

dramatic increases in the prices paid for elephant ivory in the Far East.

Skyrocketing prices show ivory that was worth $100 per kilogram in

the late 1990’s is now worth up to $850 per kilogram!

Elephants & Poaching

Researchers are showing that it is possible to
track the origins of confiscated elephant
ivory! IFAW currently supports the DNA
testing of ivory led by Dr. Wasser at the
University of Washington, USA. Just as DNA is
used to verify family relationships in human
biology, it can be used to establish population
relationships in wildlife biology. By analyzing
DNA samples from elephant populations
across Africa, researchers create a “DNA
map” that links DNA samples to specific
elephant populations and where they live. 

Even when strict controls are in
place, the ivory trade leads to
elephant poaching. An estimated
20,000 elephants die every year
to supply ivory to illegal markets.
With not enough money or staff,
rangers cannot adequately patrol
their park lands or match the
poachers’ firepower.

ON THE FRONTLINES
Poaching is not just about the killing of
elephants. Each year, about a hundred
park rangers are killed protecting
elephants from poaching gangs. These
numbers are increasing. In Kenya alone,
23 wildlife rangers have been killed in
the line of duty since 1990. Many leave
behind grieving families without any way
of making a living.

DID YOU KNOW

The poaching of elephants to supply the illegal international ivory trade
is the biggest threat facing elephant populations today. So IFAW spends
A LOT of time helping elephant range states – countries where elephants
live - protect elephants from poachers:

LEFT: A Tsavo West
National Park ranger,
using binoculars
donated by IFAW

Dr Samuel Wasser left, with researchers Rebecca Nelson,
center and Celia Fairbourn, right conduct DNA testing on ivory
intercepted by Interpol in Singapore and returned to Kenya

IFAW rebuilds parks by providing money to repair or build offices, ranger
headquarters and residences for park staff, maintain park roads, repair
security vehicles and fences, build security surveillance posts, and so on…

IFAW also assists wildlife law enforcement agencies with state-of-the-art
training to help them fight the criminal syndicates - organized crime
groups - behind poaching.

• vehicles such as motorcycles, trucks and planes to carry out surveillance

IFAW works with local communities and governments to build up the
capabilities of their anti-poaching patrols by providing rangers with:

• camping supplies including everything from socks and rain gear to tents,
sleeping bags, camp-beds, mosquito nets and torches (flashlights)

• training in field operations

• patrol equipment such as binoculars, compasses, hand-held Global
Positioning System (GPS) units and walkie-talkies
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BELOW: Three
African elephants
enter the new
territory purchased
by the Addo National
Park in South Africa.
The 15,000 acre
purchase was made
possible by a $2.5
million grant from
IFAW
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